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The figures in the murgin indie ate full murkx 

Cundidate's should ansver in their onn uords and adhere to the utrd lumit is practi ubie 

All symbols are of usual significance 

SECTION-A 

Answer four questions taking one from each unit 

Unit- 

I. (a) Write four main postulates of kinetic theory of gases. 

(b) Define mean free path of gas molecules. Write down its mathematical expression
How does the mean free path of a gas depend on temperature and pressure? 

(c) What do you mean by collision diameter of gas molecules?

2. (a) What do you mean by compressibility factor Z? Show graphically the variation ot 
compressibility factor Z with pressure for real gases at a constant temperature.

(b) Caleulate the van der Waals constants 'a and b° of oxygen gas. Given 49.7 
atm and 7, 154.2 K 

T. 154.2 K 

(c) What is Boyle temperature
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Unit-I1 

3 (a) Detine coctficen ofviscosity of a liqud. State its C. G. S. unit. What is fludity? 

b) Tquund drops are sphewal. Coent. 

4 (a) Define surface tension and surface energy of a liquid. Write the relaton between 1+1+1 
hem 

(b) What is the value of surtace tension of a liquid at critical temperature? 

Unit-Ill 

2 1+1 What are the different types of. symmetry elements present in a crystal? Give 

example of any one type. What is liquid crystal? 

6. (a) Calculate the number of atoms in a unit cell of a face-centred and body-centred 141 
cubic lattice. 

(b) What are the Wciss Indices of a plane whose Miller Indices are (2, 1, 0)? 

Unit-IV 

7. (a) Write two ditfferences between order and molecularity ofa reaction 

(b) What do you understand by pseudo uni-molecular reaction? Explain with suitable 

example. 

(c) The half life of a first order reaction is 15 minutes. Calculate the rate constant and 
the time taken for 80% completion of the same reaction.
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8.(a) Write down the expression of temperature dependent Arrhenius equat ion on 
reaction rate explaining the lerms involved. 

2 (b) The rate of a reaction triples when temperature changes from 20°C to 50'C. 
Caleulate energy of activation. (R = 8.3 J.Kmol") 

faF fo AT Rsk tat (R= 8.3 J.Kmol) 

+ (c) Explain catalyst promoter and catalyst poison wilh suitable example. 

SECTION-B 

Answer wo questions taking one from each unit 

Unit-I 

1+2 9. (a) What is lattice energy? Using a cycle describe the formation of KCI crystal from 

potassium and chlorine.

2x3 (b) Draw the structures of the following compounds on the basis of VSEPR theory: 

(ii) BrF3 (ii) CF4 (i) XeF 
(c) Explain the melting point order 

NaCl> CaClh> AICI 

2+3 10.(a) What is meant by hybridization? Explain the structures of BF; and PCs using this 

theory. 

2+3 (b) Write down the molecular orbital electronic configuration of N2 molecule and 

hence find out bond orders in N2, N2 and N2 

N2 7 (molecular orbital) &UFTD TIA (FCHI TO: N2, N: 9R 

N2 -9 bond order (BO) F TAT 

(c) SnCl or SnCla, which one is more covalent?
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Unit-I1 

11.(a) Explain: 
2+2 

() The 1 lectron aflinity of oxygen is negative but the 2" electron affinity of 
OXygen Is posilive. 

(11) Nitrogen is less electronegative than oxygen but the ionisation potential of 
nitrogen is greater than that ofoxygen. 

(1) 

(b) Compare the Lewis acidity of halides of Boron with proper explanation. 

(c) Size of K ion is smaller than Cr ion although they contain the same number of 
electrons.- Explain. 
e K IA 9R CI aTA 7R3J O, K TTAA P CF 

12.(a) Make a comparative study of N, P and As with respect to the following: 2+2 
i) Oxides (i) Oxy-acids 
N. P 9 As C oATDA ACATF MeT AITIC T ICIb PS18 

(i)7U (ii) afA R 

2+1 
(b) Give one preparation and use of hydrazine.

(c) What is 'inert pair' effect? 

N.B.: Students have to complete submission of their Auswer Seripts through E-mail / Whatsapp to 

their own respective colleges on the same day dute of eNumination within l hour afier end 

of exam. University/ College aulhorities will not be held ir'esponsible for wrong submission 
(at in proper address). Students are strongly cadviseel not to subnit multiple copies of the 

Same ans Wer scrit. 
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